
MORE GREAT RECOMMENDATIONS:

HEADLINING KIT MGB GT

DOG GUARD MGB GT,
MGC GT & MGB GT V8

LOAD COVER KIT MGB GT,
MGC GT & MGB GT V8

STANDARD BOOT CARPET
SET MGB GT

The Club GT headlining kit comprises everything you need to rejuvenate the uppermost part of
your MGB GT’s interior, including pre-trimmed foam-backed headlining material plus specially cut
vinyl pieces to recover the front and rear header rail and cant rails.  An aerosol of upholstery
adhesive is also included.

The often forgotten roof area of the MGB GT interior will look like new when retrimmed with the
components in this kit, which are supplied in the correct grey vinyl finish.  The headlining material
is foam backed, as original (for a lesser period during the GT’s production history a rigid board
headling was fitted - this is not available and is actually more difficult to fit than the foam-backed
material anyway).

With a little care and patience an outstanding finish can be achieved - even better when combined
with new sun visors and C post liners.

Moderate skills required.  Once the old headlining has been removed, sticking the
new headlining to the roof is straightforward if awkward - a bit like papering the
ceiling in your house.  When fitting the vinyl to the cant rails etc. the key is in
preparation (removing all old glue residue, so it doesn’t show as bumps through
the new vinyl) and taking your time on the complex curved areas to avoid creases.

Basic hand tools required.  Craft knife, scraper to remove old glue, clean cloth to
work away air bubbles, plus possibly a pair of upholstery pliers which would make
stretching the vinyl over the rear header rail cover much easier.  Also a clean
pallette knife to work the header rail vinyl edge under the rubber widscreen seal,
together with a little bit of washing up liquid to lubricate the knife under the rubber.


